
Wipe counters & cabinet doors
Clean backsplash 
Shine appliances & sink 
Clean hood-range
Take out any dishes from the sink
Dust on top of fridge & light fixtures
Clean table & chairs
Take Out Fridge Magnets
Hide Kitchen Mats
Hide Garbage Bins  
Vacuum & Mop
Declutter the counter tops
Hide any Personal or Religious Photos
Take out any oven towels
Hide any Cables if possible
Hide all Cleaning Products
Replace any Burnt Out Bulbs
Take out all unnecessary appliances and
keep only commonly used ones (Coffee
maker)
Hide away knife blocks
Hide away baking supplies
Straighten all dinning room chairs
Ensure the dinning table is not cluttered
One center piece is enough on the dinning
table
Remove any child seats

Checklist

Kitchen & Dining 

Cleaning

All Family Rooms
Vacuum and mop the floors
Declutter
Arrange cushions on the couch 
Stow away any throws as needed
Replace any burnt out bulb's
Ensure the lighting is sufficient
Hide away any pet items
Stow away all remotes 
Take out any cellphone chargers and cables
Take down any personal or religious photos
Ensure the fireplace is turned on just prior to
the shoot

Please ensure this is done prior to the photography shoot
Please do not depend on the photographer for clean up during the shoot
We recommend considering the use of day light white bulbs for the best photo results

All Bedrooms
Vacuum and mop the floors
Declutter
Arrange cushions on the bed
Ensure the bed is tidy
Use neutral color bedsheets
Ensure the bedsheets don't look wrinkled
Stow away any throws as needed
Take out any cellphone chargers and cables
Replace any burnt out bulb's
Ensure the lighting is sufficient
Hide away any pet items
Hide away any big teddy bears 
Hide any clothes hanging behind doors
Stow away all remotes 
Take down any personal or religious photos



Clean Railing & bannister 
Vacuum/wash stairs
Tidy and hide shoes 

Staircase & Hallways 

Clean washer & dryer
DO NOT have laundry in the washer
DO NOT have laundry in the dryer
Hide all detergents
Hide all clothing and drying racks

Notes:

1-833-711-1AIR or 647-905-8001
sales@airunlimitedcorp.com
www.airunlimitedcorp.com

Contact:

Laundry Room 

Exterior Front and
Backyard

Remove cars from driveway
If you have a shared driveway arrange for you
neighbors are to be removed during the
photoshoot
DO NOT park your car on the driveway until
after the photoshoot
DO NOT request the photographer to move the
car for you
Ensure the lawn is mowed
Ensure the snow is cleared
Hide away all garbage and recycling bins
Make sure its not garbage day during the shoot
Take out any newspapers near the door
Take out any empty flower pots
Clear out any dead plants
Take out cobwebs near the door
Roll Up loose water hoses
Take out any toys
Replace Faded Cushions
Turn on the fountain if applicable
Clean up the pool

Bathrooms
Clean counters, sink & cabinets 
Clean Mirror & light bar
Replace any burnt out bulbs
Polish fixtures
Clean toilet inside & out
Clean shower and/or bathtub 
Hide all cleaning products
Take out Towels
Take out any bathroom mats
Clean walls & baseboards
Hide any Plungers and Garbage Cans
Consider Removing an old shower curtain


